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UW-Madison departments may purchase mobile computing/communications devices using university funds if the department determines that the device is needed by an individual to conduct UW-Madison business.

- If UW-Madison funds are used to purchase both the mobile computing/communications device and service, the individual responsible for the device will be subject to the State Wireless Handheld Voice and Data Services and Equipment Policy (August 15, 2008).
- If UW-Madison funds are used to purchase only the mobile computing/communications device, the equipment will belong to UW-Madison.
- If individuals purchase voice or data services for the mobile computing/communications device to conduct non-university business, those services may not be purchased using UW-Madison funds.
- If individuals purchase voice or data services using non-university funds, that service is considered a private arrangement between the individual and the vendor providing the service.

Other information:

1. UW-Madison will not be offering a stipend policy at this time.
2. UW-Madison will not split the cost of voice and data services when individuals purchase voice or data services using non-university funds

Questions regarding this guideline should be directed to ron.kraemer@cio.wisc.edu